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Overview and Current State
The core activities of your role will include the following:
• Deliver TTO’s (To Take Out) to wards 
• Delivery Pathology samples (blood, urine) to Pathology 

Specimen Reception 
• Support a patient discharge – transferring patients from 

wards to the Discharge Lounge
• Emergency Gynae Unit – collecting Pathology samples 

and delivering them to the Pathology Specimen 
Reception



Introduction to Pharmacy



Introduction to Pathology
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Introduction

Welcome to the new Response Volunteer role. This role has 
been created to help reduce the pressure on the hospital by 
providing a demand lead service where volunteers will 
respond to the needs of the hospital in real time.
In order for volunteers to be in the right place at the right 
time to support patients and services, volunteers need to 
have the ability to be flexible. Flexible in their ability to get to 
where they are most needed.
We have therefore created a programme that enables 
volunteers to support areas and patients in the hospital who 
most need their help and ensure that volunteers are at the 
cut and thrust of the hospital making an impact with the help 
that they give. 
In addition, we wanted to ensure that volunteers enjoyed a 
meaningful and exciting role that maximized their 
experience of the hospital with a complementary training 
package.
This manual will help to ensure that you have all the training, 
support and knowledge to successfully perform your role.
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Who are Response Volunteers?

Task Description
The core activities of your role will include the following:
• Deliver TTO’s (To Take Out) to wards 
• Delivery Pathology samples (blood, urine) to Pathology 

Specimen Reception 
• Support a patient discharge – transferring patients from 

wards to the Discharge Lounge

This manual will help you to navigate your way around the 
different activities and support you to have all the necessary 
information you will need to be able to assist on request. 
The manual will complement your training and placement 
induction and will help you if you have any queries. 
Please note that the Voluntary Services Team are always 
happy to support you and will provide you with any 
necessary information in relation to your role.

Training overview
Volunteers attending this role will be required to undertake 
the following training:
• Clinical Moving and Handling
• TTO Delivery
• Programme Introduction
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Training

Programme Introduction 
90 minutes classroom training
You will need to attend the 90 minutes Response Volunteer 
training. This is a basic training session that all Response 
Volunteers will be expected to attend and will include the 
basic requirements of the role which include:
• About the Response Volunteer Programme
• Introduction to Inpatient Pharmacy and the TTO delivery 

process
• Introduction to Pathology Service and the collection of 

specimen's process
• Using the bleep
• Paperwork
• Volunteer commitment – reporting for duty

Clinical Moving and Handling 
90 minutes classroom training
You will need to attend the Clinical Moving and Handling 
training. This is a basic training where your competencies 
will be assessed on the safe moving and handling of 
patients.
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Reporting for Duty

Please remember to sign in at the Volunteers 
Information Desk in the Main Entrance. 
After signing in:
• Please report to the Volunteers Office on the 1st Floor 

East Wing 
• Collect a bleep from the Volunteers Office 
• Collect a clip board, Activity Log and pen
• A member of the Voluntary Services Team will inform you 

where you will be going to

Using the bleep
Please collect the bleep from the Volunteers Office on the 
day of volunteering. 
When you collect the bleep, you will be expected to sign a 
form on taking out the bleep and on return you will sign it 
back in to the office.
Please check to make sure the batteries are active and 
request new batteries if they are not from a member of 
the Voluntary Services Team.

Low Battery – batteries 
Active Bleep: need replacing
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Bleep Instructions
If you are bleeped your bleep will make a sound. The 
extension that is calling you will be displayed on the bleep 
as shown below:

You will need to find a phone to respond back as the bleep 
has no call out or call back functions. 
You will see the extension number you need to call. This is 
the 5 digit number indicated as shown in the image above.
When the call is answered, please explain that you are the 
bleep holder and document the request on your Activity Log. 
There are three buttons on the side of the bleep

Top button – used to move up the menu options

Middle button – used to display last message

Bottom button – to move down the menu options

If in doubt, and you have recorded the number you 
need to call back, please open the battery lid at the 
bottom of the bleep and close the lid which will also 
reset the bleep
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TTO’s
What is a TTO?
A TTO is an abbreviation for “To Take Out”. When a patient is being 
discharged from hospital, they might have some prescribed medications 
to take with them. These need to be picked up from the Inpatient 
Pharmacy (based at the back of the Outpatients Department on the 
Ground Floor West Wing) and then taken to the Ward.
Sometimes patients can be waiting for long periods of time for their 
medication to be delivered to the ward.
As part of your role you will be bleeped to attend the Inpatient Pharmacy 
department to pick up the medication and take to the relevant ward.
To access pharmacy please go to the Outpatients Department on the 
Ground Floor West Wing and walk through Clinic 9. You will need 
additional access on your ID badge to get through to the back corridor 
and then you will knock the door to Inpatient Pharmacy. Either an 
experienced volunteer or a member of the Voluntary Services Team will 
take you there on your first shift.  
Please note that on a Saturday and Sunday the Pharmacy Office is 
closed, therefore you will need to walk around the corner to the 
Pharmacy door and ring the bell. 
On arrival at pharmacy you will be required to sign the Pharmacy 
Signing In Book in the office and then report to the Co-Ordinator / Senior 
Technician. Please remember to sign out at the end of your shift so that 
the Pharmacy Department know that you have finished your shift. They 
will either guide you to the pigeonholes to collect the TTO’s or they will 
direct you / hand you a higher priority TTO to deliver straight away. 
The Co-Ordinator / Senior Technician will also give you the relevant 
paperwork to complete. Please ensure that all sections of the paperwork 
are completed. You will deliver the medication to the ward in the green 
Pharmacy bags and ask a member of nursing staff to sign and check the 
paperwork and TTO to confirm that you have delivered it to them. 
Please return the signed paperwork and green bags to Pharmacy and 
update the Pharmacy Patient Tracker. 
TTO’s with Controlled Drugs
Please follow the same procedure as above but an extra signing in book 
needs to be completed. You will receive training on this process. 
N.B. You may be required to deliver other urgent/critical medicines 

as requested by the Co-Ordinator/Senior Technician.
You will also need to update the Activity Log issued to you by the 

Voluntary Services Team.
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Pathology Blood Samples
The Trust’s Phlebotomists (staff that take blood tests) bleed 
on average 400 patients per day.
The blood samples need to be delivered to our Pathology 
Specimen Reception on the 4th Floor West Wing.
Sometimes patients are waiting for blood test results to be 
processed to determine whether or not they can be 
discharged. Delays on deliveries to our Pathology 
department can cause delays on the patient flow and 
hospital capacity. Response Volunteers will help to ease 
these pressures. 
As part of your role you will be bleeped to attend wards to 
collect samples to deliver to the Pathology Specimen 
Reception.
Below is a picture of one of our Phlebotomists to help you 
identify what uniform they wear:
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Supporting Discharges

One of the most difficult times of a hospital stay can be the 
discharge process. This is for a number of reasons:
• Discharge time delay due to transport
• Discharge time delay due to TTO’s
• Patients are anxious or worried about how they will 

readjust or cope at home

There are many things you can do to help the discharge 
including:
• Collecting the TTO
• Helping patients to pack and collect personal belongings
• Having a reassuring chat with a cup of tea whilst they are 

waiting for transport
• Collect them from the ward and transfer them to the 

Discharge Lounge
• Complete an FFT Survey (Friends and Family Test)
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Support
We understand how difficult it can be starting a new role. 

Please come and speak to a member of our team should you require support:

Please note that the Volunteers Office is open 
Monday – Friday 9am – 5pm

Name Email Telephone

Head of Voluntary 
Services

Voluntary Services 
Manager

Volunteer Co-
ordinator

Volunteer Co-
ordinator

Administrator
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Evaluating and Monitoring

UHCW is committed to ensuring a good practice volunteer 
programme which offers a great experience for our 
volunteers. We want you to have a role which gives you the 
opportunity to really get involved with your hospital and be at 
the front line of helping patients and visitors. 
In addition, we want to ensure that you have the appropriate 
training and develop your learning particularly if you are 
interested in a career in the health sector. 
As part of the improvement programme for UHCW 
Volunteers, we will ask you for your feedback and also ask 
that you complete activity logs when you have completed 
your actions as part of your Response Volunteer role. 
The forms you will be asked to complete include the 
following:
• Volunteer feedback form
• TTO volunteer paperwork
• Response Volunteer Activity Log
These documents will be shared with you by members of 
the Voluntary Services Team.
Your feedback is important to us and will be used to make 
improvements to the Response Volunteer role and UHCW’s 
Volunteer Programme.
We think that this is a fantastic opportunity for volunteers to 
get involved and play a proactive role in supporting our 
hospital, patients and staff. We hope that you really enjoy 
the role and please help us to improve by offering your 
insights and experiences.
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Activity Log

Important note: Please ensure you complete all sections in clear 
handwriting and return to the Volunteers Office at the end of 

your shift
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Activity log guidance notes
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Framework
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Questions


